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SUMMARV

A series of partially balanced incomplete block (PBIB) designi with three repli
cates has been constructed. Method of analysing the data obtained by adopting
such a design is also indicated.
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Introduction

Blockdesigns are extensively used in many fields of research. Althougha
large number of balanced and partially balanced incomplete block(PBIB)
designs are available in literature, it may not be possible to get a suitable
design in particular practical situations.

If the number of treatments to be compared is large, it is desirable for
experimenter for reasons of economy or dearth of experimental material to
have a small number of replications.(two or three). Ramakrishna [3] and
Mohan [2] gave 5-associate PBIB designs with two replicates by dualiz
ing suitably chosen group divisible (G. D.) designs. For a design with
paramaters v = 2a», b = 3a, f = 3 and k = 2a either a BIB design or
PBIB design with two associate classes is not available except for a = 2.
Therefore, for the above parameters the most efficient design is a 3-asso-
ciate PBIB design, if such a design exists. In the present investigation,
construction and analysisof 3-associate PBIB designs with three replic
ates for the above mentioned parameters are described.
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2 Constrnction

Let us take 3a (a > 3) symbols which are arranged and classified into
three groups as follows :

I group 1 2 3 . .. a

II group a + 1 a + 2 a + 3 ... 2a

III group 2a + 1 2a + 2 2a+ 3 ... 3a

Form all possible pairs of the type (AT.r) where Zis the element of
the first group and Yis the element of the second group. Further with
the help ofeach pair, two triplets ofthe form (X. Y, W) and (X, Y, W),
where W= (X + Y + a-l) and W = (X + Y + a), are made. The
value of Wand W thus obtained maybe greater than 3a, as these are to
lie between 4a + 1and 3a. If these values of JV and JV' are greater than
3a, reduce them bya. Thus 2a^ triplets are finally obtained such that
every symbol appears 2a times, any two symbols belonging to two differ
ent groups appear 2 times and any two symbols belonging to the same
group appear 3 times. Let these 2a® triplets be numbered from 1 to 2a*
in any arbitrary manner, Treating 3a symbols as treatments and 2fl" tri
plets as blocks, a semi-regular group divisible design, say D*, with the
following parameters is obtained ;

= 3a. = 2a\ r* = 2a, = 3, = 0, A* = 2, m - 3 and
n = a.

The pseudo variance-covariance matrix (Q*) of this design can be
obtained as follows ;

D 9a X 3a

cil

0

0

0 0

Q? 0

0 or J

where Ci* = (l/4a2) (3a/a — Eaxa), 0 is a null matrix of order a X a,
Eoxais a X a matrix having each element unity and /. is a unit matrix
of order a.

The dual of this design D* will be a PBIB (3) design with the follow
ing parameters;
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• ^ ='2a2; ii>3:3di f = 3, k = 2a,:}^i := 2/ A2i= >
.'•• " ; - 1;/^ ,i ;:r ,_S ,• •• • •" w.T v• ?

Oi = 6fl — 9 and = 2a* — 6a + 5.

We shall call this idesign as 2).
Alternatively, the design D can be obtained in a compact manner by

developing the following three initial blocks:

A : 1, 2, 3, .- 4, ... 2a ^

B : 0+1,0+2, 2a+l, 2a+2, 4a+2, ^4a4-l^.. }2a <^1) + 1,
2fl(a-l) + 2

O I0+2, 0+3, . 2a+4, 2a+5, 4a+6, 4a+7,:;. !2a (a-;!) + i;'
2fl (a - 1) + 2

(i) BlockA is to be developed by increasing each element^by 2a till ^
V blocks are obtained. No reduction of the elements is necessary.

(ii) Each of blocks £ and C is to be developed ^^increasing the.j
second term of each element by 2 (keeping the first term the same) till:
*«' blocks are obtained. When second part of an element exceeds/ 2a,,in,
course of development, it is to be reduced by 2a. Finally, the two terms
of each element are added to get the treatment numbers in the blocks. ,

(iii) The first associate of any number Z are Z + 1, Z —1 and a
number, G to be found. If Z is divisible by 2a then Z + 1 is to be re
placed by Z + 1 —2a. If 1 is the remainder when Z is divided by 2a,
then Z — I is to be replaced by Z + 1 — 2a.

From among the blocks obtained by developing C the block contain
ing Z is taken. This block contains either Z —1 or Z + 1. Let Af.de
note the number, that is, that one of the Z + 1 and Z — 1 which is not
present in the block containing Z. Let i? be the remainder when M is
divided by 2a. Subtract R from each liumber in the block of Z. One oiF'
these diflFerences is divisible exactly by 2a. If this difiFerence% denoted'
by H, then G=li + H.

By little inspection the three blocks each containing Z can be located
easily. All the numbers in these blocks excepting Z, Z + 1, Z —1 and
Gare its second associates. The remaining numbers are ,its. .third, asso-
ciiates.' '. ''^"7.. ^

3 Analysis

As the design Dis the dual of which is a semiVre gular group divi-
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lible.design, (the P methodof analysis will be^ appropriate. The effect of
the /th block from the usual additive model.

Yt) = l*- + ti + bj + en.
/= 1.2 2fl2

;= 1.2, 3a

will be estimated by

$, ^ (l/4fl?) 3fl P) —A,;) (1)

where Pi is the adjusted block total of the ;tb block and is the sum
of all P values of the group to which j belongs. ^

Now Block S • S (adj) = S b, Pi (?)

Having obtained the estimates of the block effects and block S • S (adj),
the estimate of the treatment effects and the treatment S • S (adj) are
given by

^ ™ (1 /r) (Total of ith treatment—the sum of the block effects
which contain the ith treatment) (3)

and

Tt.S'S (adj) = S bfP, + (1/r) S - (1/fc) (4)

respectively, ^here r< and Bf are the total of ?th treatment and/th block \
respectively,

4. Variances

The pseudo variance-covariance matrix (Q) of the design D is relited
to that of i)*through the relation given by Chaudhary and Singh [i] as
follows ;

Q = (1/3)/, - (ll9)N B'fN (5)
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where ^ii theincidence matrix ofthe design £).
This matrix O gives the following three different variances between

the adjusted treatments means :

(a) l(4fl + l)l6a]a', for the treatments which are I associates;

(b) [(4a + 2)/6fl]o2, for treatments which are It associates;

(c) [{4a + 3)/6a]o8 for the treatments which are thirdassociates.

The eflSciency factor of the design Z) is
E.F. = [2 (2a« - l)/(4aa + 3a - 5)],
which is quite high for a > 3.
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